
Welcome brave Adventurers, we are Grosuk and Poncha, 
great experts in Super Fantasy and keepers-of-the-Holy-
Rules. Well, who is Grosuk and who is Poncha? I am the 
handsomer, while Poncha is the uglier!
Now we have made it clear who we are and we would like 
to explain to you how to enter the dungeon and to fight 
us. We are always looking for fresh meat... ehm... for new  
friends!
 We are going to explain Super Fantasy step by step,    
    fully. Zur’ill explained it to me. He is so cunning and  
    clever and I understood more or less immediately.
    But Tatanka explained it to Poncha with his noble voice:  
he did not understand much but after a few heavy blows    
he got the point immediately.
     Now prepare yourselves to enter our dungeons!

GAME IDEA
In a Super Fantasy game you play a particular Mission of the Missions 
Book (the second rulebook you can find in this box, but forget it now).
The game is made up by a variable number of turns divided into:
- Heroes’ Phase: in this phase you will use your Heroes, you will 

explore the dungeon and you will kill the Monsters.
- Monsters’ Phase: in this phase the game will literally live and the 

Monsters will walk around, they will attack you and 
they will call reinforcements in the dungeon.

Each mission has a quest common to all the players. If you can reach 
the aim before the last turn shown in the Mission, you will win. 
Otherwise the Ugly Snouts will have defeated you.
This rule book was written to give you an immediate general idea of the 
game. In the last pages you will find further details.
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DUNGEON STUFF
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UGLY SNOUTS' S
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21 BUGLY SNOUTS
All my Ugly Snout brothers.  

13 Ugly Snouts, 4 Big Snouts, 4 S.N.O.U.T.

5 BIG PETS
Each horde has its own pets.  
We have ours! From the top  

to the bottom: 2 Spiked Snouts,
1 Racing Spider,  

2 Those-Smelly-Things

3 BOSS
Our big bosses who are also enormous  

and cunning. From left to right: 
Dorbak, Zur’ull and Tatanka

1 STUD
Stud is Stud and behaves  

as STUD! STUD!

3 CORRIDORS
They look like rooms, but they  

are tight and long.

11 ROOMS
Big and wide enough, suitable 

as one roomed flats.

3 BIG ROOMS
Larger than rooms. So big  

that you can get lost inside!

3 LEVERS 3 TOMES
1 SMALL
PORTAL

R
EA
R

1 FATE
DIE

10 BARReLS

8 CHESTS

18 DOORS

6 COLUMNS

54 STandUps

99 TOKENS

31 Shield Die 
Tokens

24 Life Point 
Tokens

18 Wound
Tokens

6 Poisoned
Tokens

6 Stunned
Tokens

6 Frozen
Tokens

4 Counterattack
Tokens

1 Wolf  
Token

1 Ridden
Token

1 Fortress
Token

1 Focused 
Aim Token1 END OF THE

GAME TOKEN

24 MARKERS

1 TURNS
BOARD

CONTENTS OF THE GAME
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6 HEROES' BOARDS

6 HEROES
The 6 bloody bad Heroes  
which always beat us.

3 SHORT CORRIDORS 
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8 TRAPPOLE
Tatanka made all of them,  

because he is cunning!  
There are 2 Iron Cages,  

2 Falling Rocks, 2 Spike Holes  
and 2 Small Portals.

REAR
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30 MAGIC ITEMS
Everything shines brightly. Usually  
we lock this stuff into the Chests.

36 SKILL TILES 
The Heroes’ super-mega-ultra powers.
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REAR
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o
n
t

BA
C
K

15 SMALL ITEMS
Everything shines but less than  

the Magic Items. Usually we lock  
this stuff into the Barrels.

5 LOCKS

1 GATE
Zur’ill said that it is a gap

something like a gate.

2 BRAZIERS

3 RUINED WALLS
When they shoot to the walls,  

they fall down.

2 BUTTONS
1 STATUE

1 BIG PORTAL
 From where big groups 

of ourselves arrive! 

BA
C
K

11 SLEEPY
TOKENS

4 fa
te t

oken
s

1 FATE
DIE

6 ACTION
DICE

10 BARReLS

6 COLUMNS

6 Poisoned
Tokens

6 Frozen
Tokens

1 HER
OES' 

turn

token

1 FLIGHT OF STAIRS
It is like a corridor, but  

it goes up or down.

CONTENTS OF THE GAME
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Game Setup
Choose a mission to play from the Missions Book and setup the dungeon as shown in the map. Leave the Missions Book open on the 
table at the Mission Beasts Page which you have chosen: this page shows all the features of the Monsters and must be read during 
the game.

If inside the dungeon there are traps, get all the trap tiles, shuffle them and make a face down pile. Draw the needed 
ones (without watching them) and put them onto the spaces shown on the mission map: you can replace the remaining 
traps inside the game box.

Once the dungeon is ready, get all the Magic Item tiles, shuffle them and make a face down pile. Then place the pile near 
the dungeon so that all the players can reach it easily. Do the same with the Small Item tiles.

Get all the Shield Die Tokens, Wound, Poisoned, Stunned, Frozen and Counterattack tokens. Divide them by type and place 
them near the dungeon so that all the players can reach them easily.

Get the turns board and place it near the dungeon. Place the Heroes’ Turn token on space “1”  
and the End of the game token on the space as shown in the Mission you have chosen.

Each player chooses a character among the 6 available and:
1. He gets the chosen Hero’s Board.
2. He gets all the level II and III Skill Tiles with the same name as those  

on the Hero’s Board and place them face up, following the level order,  
at the side of the Hero’s Board.

3. He gets the 4 wooden markers and places one of them on the “0” of the  
experience bar and the other three on the red circle of each starting skill.

4. He gets as many Life Point tokens as shown on the small heart on the 
Hero’s Board.

5- He gets his own character tile and assembles it onto a free standup.

Keep the Fate Die near the dungeon and choose which is the turn order 
in the first Heroes’ Phase. Place the characters at the entrance: the 
first players in front and the last players behind them. Each character 
occupies just one space.
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TACTICAL PLANNING
Many bloody Heroes at the entrance of the 
dungeon are wasting their time. They are 
looking around, doing things, checking the 
maps while blaming against each other... the 
big bosses tell us that they are “tactically    
     planning”. What this strategy is, I really  
     do not know, but those who use this great 
      power usually destroy us, while the others 
       do not reach the end of the dungeon.  
       Do not use it! Please!

PLAYING THE GAME

The game is divided into turns. Each turn begins with the Heroes’ 
Phase where you can use your characters and it ends with the Mon-
sters’ Phase.

THE HEROES' PHASE
In each Heroes’ Phase you have to decide the turn order you will use 
your characters with. Talk to one another and decide who is going 
to be the first player. As soon as this player has ended his turn, you 
will decide who is going to be the second player among the remaining 
players and so on.
The Heroes’ Phase ends as soon as all the players have ended their own turn: no player can play twice in a single Heroes’ Phase.
During his turn, each player has a pool of 6 Action Dice he can activate special actions with. The possible actions are the following:

      THE ACTION DICE
                 How do the action dice work? They  
                 are more complicated than one of  
               Tatanka’s traps! They have 6 sides and  
              each side shows a powerful glyph:

This glyph is worth 1.

This glyph is worth 2.

This glyph is worth as much as the Hero’s 
attribute needed to run the action you are 
rolling for!

Example: you find a door and you want to bash it 
(Strength). You decide to roll 3 dice and you obtain 
two swords, one sword and one star. If your character 
is Zoe, the star is worth 1 (Zoe’s Strength is 1) and 
the roll totals 4. And you fail leaving the door exactly 
where it is. If Zanvor, who has Strength 4, had rolled 
it he would have obtained 7. He would have been 
succesful and the door would have been bashed!

1. MOVING (page 6)

2. OPENING A DOOR (page 7)

3. BASHING A BARREL (page 7)

4. LOCK PICKING A CHEST (page 7)

5. ATTACKING (page 8)

6. DEFENDING (page 9)

7. CHARGING UP (pag. 9)

8. DISARMING A TRAP (pag. 9)

To activate an action, the player declares which one he wants 
to execute and how many dice he wants to roll for it.
Once they have been rolled they cannot be used anymore until 
the next turn. When the player has no more dice to roll, his turn 
ends. You can repeat the same action more than once, until you 
have action dice to roll.

5
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1. MOVING                   = SPEED
Moving inside the dungeon is very simple! 
Roll as many dice as you want from your Dice Pool: the total result shows the maximum 
number of squares you can move your Hero inside the dungeon during this action. If, 
at the end of your moving action, you still have some squares to use they are lost: in 
each moving action you cannot keep moving steps to be used later on. Some items in the 
game might be obstacles. During a moving action you can not cross:

- DOORS: they must be bashed or lock picked before keeping on (see next page for 
further details);

- MONSTERS: they all have a Block Zone with which they stop the Heroes’ movement 
(read below);

- HEROES: you have to plan your movements with attention not to be blocked by the other 
Heroes;

- FURNITURE:  the whole list of these items is shown at the right side;

- ITEMS: Columns, Chests, Barrels.

Everything else such as levers, small skulls, forks, bones and others do not obstruct your 
movements.

ROLL:

= 5

EXAMPLE

Luckylock 
is ready to move. 
With his roll he obtains 5 and 
decides to move 3 squares across and 
1 diagonally getting in front of the door. 
He would like to move again, but the door 
stops him: he decides not to use his last 
movement step and stops in front of the 
door.

Furnitures

EXAMPLE

The Ugly Snout’s Block Zone is 
highlighted in Red. Zoe (Green) is 
inside it and cannot move. Helena 
(Brown) can reach just squares “A”, 
notwithstanding the rolling result. 
Yang-Ping (Dark Blue) can not reach 
the corridor: he would be blocked in 
“B” unless he used his Shadow Step.

MONSTERS: Block Zones

All the Ugly Snouts have a Block Zone made up by the 8 squares adjacent to them (10 

squares for the Big Ones). If you walk inside a Block Zone you have to stop your moving 

action immediately losing all your remaining movement steps. Moreover if you are in 

a Block Zone you cannot activate Moving actions to escape. Some Heroes have Special 

Abilities which ignore the Block Zones. If the Ability is active, the character can move 

freely without considering the Monsters’ Block Zones. The doors block the Block Zones.

6
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2. Opening a Door      = STRENGTH / CUNNING
All the doors inside the dungeon are key-locked and prevent the Heroes from keeping on. 
Every time you find a door you can try to open it in two ways:

- LOCK PICKING IT: a bit of sound cunning never hurts (the Star is worth Cunning);

- BASHING IT: a bit of brutal strength always helps (the Star is worth Strength).
To open a door you have to be inside one of the four adjacent squares, while you cannot do 
it from a diagonal square. Declare if you mean to try to lock pick it or to bash it. After that 
choose how many dice you want to roll from your Dice Pool and execute a Strength or a 
Cunning Test. If you obtain at least 6, the door is opened: you can take the door standup and 
remove it from the game. Are you wondering if you can close back the doors? Of course not: 
once they are open they remain open. Our Heroes are not gentle (or smart) enough to close 
them behind themselves.

Attention: lock picking a door does not wake up the Monsters inside the room. While 
bashing it draws their attention and wakes them up. For further details go to page 10.

3. Bashing a barreL              = STRENGTH
If you have been careful you will have found out that the Ugly Snouts hide their Small 
Items inside the Barrels situated around the dungeon. To get these Small Items you have 
to bash the Barrel containing them. Move into an adjacent square close to the Barrel and 
execute a Strength Test. If you obtain at least 6 the Barrel is bashed. Draw at random one 
Small Item from the pile and place it face up over your Backpack, on the Hero’s Board. The 
Backpack can contain as many as 2 Small Items. For further details go to page 16.

4. lock picking a Chest           = CUNNING
If you have been even more careful you will have found out that the Ugly Snouts hide the 
Magic Items inside Chests located in strategical places inside the dungeon. To obtain 
these Magic Items you have to lockpick their Chest. It is not possible to bash it! Move 
into an adjacent square close to the Chest and execute a Cunning Test. If you obtain at 
least 6, the Chest is lockpicked. Draw at random a Magic Item: you can equip it, place it 
on the Backpack if it is empty or leave it. For further details go to page 15.

EXAMPLE

Helena  
and Barka are in  
front of a door. Helena decides to 
lockpick it. She rolls 2 dice and gets 
2 swords and 1 star. The total is 4 
(Helena has Cunning 2), failed! Barka 
does not want to wait and decides to 
bash the door with his shoulder. He rolls 
2 dice and gets 2 stars for a total of 6 
(Barka has Strength 3). The door is now 
opened!

EXAMPLE

Luckylock 
is in front of the Barrel,
ready to get back a Small Item.  
Self confident of his Strength he rolls 3 
dice and gets 1 star and 4 swords. As he 
has Strength 3, the total is 7. He removes 
the Barrel from the game and draws at 
random a Small item and finds a useful 
Health Potion. On the other side of the room, 
Yang-Ping is trying to open a Chest. He rolls 
4 dice and gets 4 swords and 1 star. As 
he has Cunning 3, the total is 7 and Chest 
is opened too. He draws a Magic Item and 
finds a brand new Magic Sai to add to his 
equipment.
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Heroes and Monsters facing

While moving Heroes and Monsters inside the dungeon you always have to keep an eye on their 

facing: it is important to know which is the rear and which is the front of each Ugly Snout and 

Hero. Out of the 8 squares around them, 5 are considered the front (green) and 3 are considered 

the rear (red). Some Magic Items and some Special Abilities require the Character to be behind 

the target during an attack. Every time you do an action, the target must always be inside one of 

your frontal squares. Facing your Hero is always allowed in your turn and does not cost actions. 

When the Monsters move they always face the nearest Hero or the Hero they want to attack, 

trying  to have the fewest Heroes behind.

5. ATTACKING                        = STRENGTH / AIM / MAGIC
Finally there is the combat! Of course, in Super Fantasy you can, or better you must, fight the Ugly Snouts.  
To attack any target you must:

1. ChoosE the weapon to use

It is important to declare which weapon you want to use to 
execute the attack. The type of weapon shows also the type of 
attack you are executing and the Attribute you will use as Star. 
There are three types of Attack:

Melee Attack

All the weapons with STRENGTH as Attribute 
are melee weapons. The range shown for this 
kind of weapons is always 1. 

Ranged Attack

All the weapons with AIM as Attribute are 
ranged weapons. The range shown for this 
kind of weapons can be 2 or 3. 

MAGIC ATTACK

All the weapons with Magic as Attribute are 
magic weapons. The range shown for this kind 
of weapons can be 1, 2 or 3.

2. DeclarE the target of the attack:

2. Choose your target carefully considering your weapon range 
(read page 16), target Protection and how many Dice you still 
have in your Dice Pool.

3. Check the bonuses on the weapon.

Check the bonuses on the weapon you are using. Some weapons 
might give you an Attack Bonus (for example Attack +2) or they 
might allow you to get back the Dice. For further details on the 
Magic Items go to page 15.

4. ROLL THE DICE

Choose how many Action Dice you want to roll and execute the 
Attack. To hit the target you must obtain at least its Protection 
value. Each Monster has its own Protection value and it is shown 
on the Mission Beasts Page. If you reach at least its Protection 
value with your Dice roll, you deal 1 Damage to the Monster.

If the Monster gets “0” Life Points, it is defeated and its standup 
is removed from the game. Otherwise mark the Wound placing a 
Wound token close to the Monster’s standup. If you do not reach 
its Protection value, you have failed the attack.
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EXAMPLE
Helena is in a difficult situation: an Ugly Snout is brawling her while a Big Snout is 
watching far from them. In the meantime Barka is still in the other room crying like a 
girl on his sweet mother’s photo. Helena still has 6 Dice to roll. She decides to use 2 
of them to execute an attack with her ranged 1 Hunting Knife. She rolls the dice and 
gets 2 swords and 1 star. It is a Melee Attack so she uses her Strength value which is 
2. The total is 4. The Ugly Snout has Protection 4: so it receives 1 Damage and dies. As 
she has still 4 Action Dice in her Dice Pool, Helena decides to push her luck attacking 
the Big Snout with her Composite Bow. The Big Snout has Protecton 9! So she decides 
to use all the Dice and gets 3 swords and 1 Star. It is a Ranged Attack so the Star is 
worth as much as her Aim Attribute that is 4. The total is 7. Unfortunately she misses 
the Big Snout and her turn is over!

6. DEFENDING                                           = DEFENSE
Sometimes you must think about defending yourself from the Ugly Snouts attacks. Basically each Hero is always hit by the Ugly 
Snouts: if you do not defend yourself or if you do not have Armors/Shields, each Ugly Snout attack deals 1 Damage. During your turn 
you can choose to keep some of your Action Dice apart for the Monsters’ Phase. For each Die you decide to discard to execute this 
action, you get 1 Shield Die Token and you place it on the small shield in the top right corner of your Hero’s Board. For further details 
go to page 11.

7. CHARGING UP          = MAGIC
7. You can charge up your interior energies to load a Special Ability 
of your Hero. Decide how many Action Dice you want to use from 
your Dice Poll and roll them. Increase the energy level of a single 
Special Ability by as many spaces as the total result of the Dice roll. 
Attention: you can charge up just one Special Ability at a time. If 
you have exceeding spaces because the Special Ability has already 
reached its maximum charge, the extra spaces are lost! Also in this 
action a Star gives another energy level in a skill you choose. For 
further details on Special Abilities go to page 13.

8. DISARM TRAPS       = CUNNING
8. During your exploration you might find some traps placed around 
by the Ugly Snouts Bosses. In these cases you have two different 
possibilities: triggering it (opening the Chest, opening the door or 
crossing over it) or you can try to disarm it. To disarm it you have to 
move to an adjacent square close to the trap and execute a Cunning 
Test. If you obtain at least 6, the trap is disarmed. You can get the 
token and discard it without triggering it. For further details go to 
page 17.

     THE POWER OF THE STAR
             During the long summer nights Zur’ill  
             loves to tell his small Ugly Snouts the  
            story of the Power of the Star. These 
stories seem to make them very happy (I’m talking 
about Zur’ill and Tatanka, not about the small ones, 
which are very scared instead). 
To make it short, you brave Heroes have the 
Power of the Star which gives your Super-Mega-
Bloody-Powers energy. You always hurt us with 
them.

Every time you roll a Star in any Test (Movement, 
Attack, Lockpick etc.) you increase by a space 
one of your Special Abilities. If the stars are with 
you, nobody can stop you, but Tatanka, Zur’ill or 
Dorbak. 
So it is not certain the charging up is useful!
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Once all the players have executed their actions, the Ugly Snouts 
get on stage!

Monsters' Phase
In this phase the dungeon gets alive: the Monsters move around, 
new reinforcements come out from the Portals of the Ugly Snout 
Travel and hordes of enemies will attack your Heroes! 
The Monsters’ Phase is divided into 4 steps to execute in the 
following order:

1. Waking up the rooms - You check if the Sleeping Rooms are waking up.

2. New Monsters come out - The reinforcements are coming.

3. Moving and attacking - Seeking and attacking the Heroes!

4. CleaRing OUT the tokens - The useless tokens are cleared out.

1. WAKING UP THE ROOMS
Usually at the beginning of the game almost all the rooms of the dungeon are sleepy. 
A sleepy room is ALWAYS woken up by a Hero entering inside or if the Heroes have 
bashed one of the doors of the room previously or if Luckylock has bashed one of the 
room walls with his Special Ability. The noise of the fights MAY wake up a sleepy room: 
roll the Fate Die for each adjacent and communicating sleepy room where you made the 
noise dealing Damage to at least one Monster. If the symbol on the Die is the same as at 
least one of the Monster’s Alarm, remove the Sleepy Token from the room: now all the 
Monsters inside are considered active.

2. New Monsters come out
In all the Super Fantasy dungeons Portals of the Ugly Snout Travel, as the one drawn on the next side, exist. 
You must check how many reinforcements will arrive to help the Ugly Snouts: for each Portal roll the Fate 
Die and compare the result with the table on the Mission Page you are playing with. The number shows how 
many Ugly Snouts will come out from the Portal. Place the Ugly Snouts standups on the Portal starting from 
the top left square and continuing clockwise. The Small Portals summon 1 Ugly Snout each turn. 
If there are no available Ugly Snouts standups or if the Portal is full, no more reinforcements will come out.
The Ugly Snouts coming out from the Portal are considered sleepy only if they are inside the Sleepy Rooms. 
If for any reason an active Monster enters a Sleepy Room, it wakes up immediately.

Sleepy Rooms
Zzzz... Uh? What? Heroes? Where? I was fully 
concentrated! Sleepy Rooms? Very simple! Not 
every room inside the dungeon is active. While 
we are waiting for the Heroes we often fall 
asleep.
   Every room marked by a Sleepy Token is not 
    considered active. The Monsters in these  
     rooms do not act during the Monsters’ Phase  
      but they sleep: try not to wake them up   
      together! It could be dangerous!

Big Monsters

All the Big Pets, Stud and the Bosses 

are so big that they need a lot of space: 

2 squares! To move, they must have a 

2 free square corridor. Moreover they 

have a larger Block Zone (10 squares) 

as in this example.

1 2

4 3
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     THE FATE DIE
               Many times, while we are moving  
               quickly around the dungeons we are  
          stopped by bad doubts. Is it better to go 
right and face the big one or turn left and attack 
the small girl? Many of us died while deciding. 
But Zur’ill found a brilliant solution and gave us 
a quick tool to choose where to go: the powerful 
Fate Die! Every time you are doubtful about which 
Hero we should attack or we should try to reach, 
roll the Fate Die and compare the colour with our 
possible targets. If the colour shown on the Die 
is the same as one of the Heroes, we will try to 
reach him or attack him. But if the colour does 
not represent any Hero, you must follow our 
Behaviour: we will hit the first from the left!

3. Moving and attacking
Each Monster in an Active Room moves by as many squares as shown on its Step Attribute, trying to use the shortest way: you must 
start from the Monsters closest to the Heroes to end up with the farthest ones. How can you choose the shortest way? Nothing 
simpler! For a while pretend you are the Monster you are moving as if it were your Hero and try to take it as close as possible to 
your target (the nearest Hero). If the Monster is at the same distance among more target Heroes, you have to roll the Fate Die to 
find out who the Monster is going to move towards. If even the Fate Die is not decisive, follow the Behaviour of the Monster. After 
moving if it has at least one Hero in its Block Zone, the Monster will attack him. All the Monsters always deal melee attacks.

IF THE TARGET HERO HAS NO SHIELD DIE TOKENS ON HIS BOARD: 
the attack is automatically succesful. The player controlling the Hero looses 1 Life Point.

IF THE TARGET HERO HAS AT LEAST 1 SHIELD DIE TOKEN ON HIS BOARD: 
the player controlling the Hero must decide how many tokens to discard. Each discarded token gives him an Action Die which he 
can roll to defend himself. Once he has decided how may Action Dice to use, the player rolls (Star is worth as much as Defense) and 
obtains his Protection against this attack. Then you roll the Monster’s Dice to obtain its attack value. If the attack value is the same 
or higher than the Hero’s Protection value, the Hero is hit and looses 1 Life Points  
(unless the Monster has Special Abilities). Otherwise the Hero has blocked the blow.
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If a Hero reaches 0 Life Points

Is he dead? Of course not! The Heroes never die: simply they 
get a break! Anyway this is a point scored for the Ugly Snouts. 
Move the End of the Game token one step backward on the 
Turns Board: now you have less time to end your mission 
successfully! Lay down the Hero’s standup: this Hero is no 
more a valid target for this Monsters’ Phase.

4. CLEARING OUT THE TOKENS
When all the Monsters have moved, it is the time to clear out 
all the useless tokens. All the players discard their Shield Dice 
tokens which have not been used. Then discard the following 
tokens: Fortress, Wolf, Aim and all Monsters’ Status Tokens. All 

We make a plea!
When it is the Monsters’ Phase time, please 
do not plug off your brain as it happens while 
watching a boring Film! We have our dignity! Try 
to use us at our best: we prefer move diagonally 
as much as you do instead of an unuseful zig-zag 
and we love to rush into the battle against as 
many Heroes as possible! If we are active, we 
like moving around and not to standing in a dark  
    corner of the dungeons all alone. Put  
     yourselves in our shoes: the better you will  
      use us, the greater fun you will have!

the Heroes still laying down are now back on stage ready for action: restore all their Life Points.

The Monsters’ Phase is now over. You are ready to start a new Heroes’ Phase: move the Turn Marker one space forward.  
You still have little time to complete your Mission!

EXAMPLE
It is the Monsters’ Phase and the Ugly Snouts are ready to attack  
our brave Heroes! Following the Initiative order as shown on the  
Mission Beasts Page, the first acting is the Ugly Snout in “A” against  
Barka. The Ugly Snout, in this Mission, has Attack 2. Barka has  
3 Shield Dice and decides to use 2 of them to defend himself. The player  
rolls the dice and gets 2 Swords and 1 Star: a total of 5! The Ugly Snout rolls  
the Attack but it gets 3 Swords. Barka has parried the blow successfully and has  
also charged up a Special Ability thanks to the Star on the roll. Then the Ugly Snout in “B”,  
which is still not in melee range, must move towards the nearest Hero. The decision is quite simple:  
Barka is at Range 1 while Luckylock is at Range 2. The Ugly Snout moves 1 square towards Barka and attacks.  
Barka has still 1 Shield Die and uses it rolling a 2, while the Ugly Snout gets 2 too: Barka receives 1 Damage from the blow! The Big 
Snout in “C” is still wavering: Barka or Zoe? They are both at the same range. We have to roll the Fate Die, but the result is black 
which is still uncertain: none of the two Heroes has that colour. Checking the Big Snout’s Behaviour we find out that he prefers to 
attack innocent girls: from left to right green (Zoe) comes before red (Barka). So the Big Snout moves against Zoe who has no Shield 
Dice. The hit is successful: 1 Damage for Zoe!
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Our Heroes have a lot of Special Abilities they can use to obtain 
bonuses during the Mission. Each Hero starts with 3 basic Special 
Abilities which are described on his own board. The Special 
Abilities can be activated during the whole turn of the Hero just 
if the energy level is at its maximum. If you want to activate it, 
unload the energy level to its lower circle (the red one), then the 
Special Ability effects take place. All the Special Abilities must be 
used before rolling the Dice or executing the Test they give bonus 
to. You can use a Special Ability which does not require a Dice roll 
even if you have no more dice and your turn is ending (for example 
Instant Teleport).
The Special Abilities charge passively during the play (each Star 
obtained on a Dice roll allow you to increase 1 energy level of one 
Special Ability you choose) or actively executing the Charging Up 
Action. If a Special Ability refers to the room where you are, you 
must consider the Room Tile of the dungeon your character is on.

Here you will find further details about the Special Abilities. Before 
reading the following lines read carefully the basic Abilities over 
the Heroes’ Boards. 

SPECIAL ABILITIES

BARKA'S SPECIAL ABILITIES (WARRIOR)

Brutal Assault
Barka assaults an enemy with great violence: this movement is free and does 
not require Action Dice. Barka must immediately Attack after the movement, 
but he receives an Attack Bonus.

War Cry
Barka shouts out his loud War Cry: a mix between a roar and some offenses to 
the Ugly Snouts Mothers. He receives a certain quantity of Shield Dice for the 
next Monsters’ Phase. At level I, the Special Ability forces one single Monster 
in the room to attack him. During the Monsters’ Phase, the target ignores the 
normal movement/attack rules and tries to engage Barka. At level II and III the 
effect affects all the Monsters in the room. Moreover each Damage dealt to 
Barka from a Monster under the War Cry effect gives to the Hero 1 Experience 
Point. 
Attention: it affects just the Monsters inside the room when the Special Ability 
is used and not to those coming out from Portals.

Catapult Move
Thanks to the engine in his arm and to a powerful takeover, Barka can throw 
the Monsters away, moving them up to 3 squares. Depending on the different 
levels of the Special Ability, the Monsters might destroy some items while 
thrown away. If Barrels or Chests are destroyed with this Special Ability, 
Barka can draw one item from the respective piles. Each item destroyed in this 
way is removed from the game.

LUCKYLOCK'S SPECIAL ABILITIES (GUNSLINGER)

BULLET TIME

When the situation get worst, the time around Luckylock slows down, allowing 
him to move at an incredible speed and executing amazing tumbles. Luckylock 
can move up to some squares (depending on the level): this movement is free 
and does not require Action Dice. If a the end of the movement Luckylock is not 
inside a Block Zone he gets some Shield Dice for the next Monsters’ Phase. At 
level III he gets an Aim bonus too.

Relentless Barrage

Luckylock shoots all over the room (even if the first shoot is just a trial to get 
the distances). All the Attacks after the first get an Attack Bonus. At level III, 
Luckylock can choose to use this Special Ability against a wall of the room. If 
you choose this option, place a Ruined Wall token (there are maximum 3) on a 
wall between two rooms. Et voilà! What are doors used for?

DOUBLE FIRE
Lucklylock can shoot with both his guns simultaneously! You can choose to fo-
cus just one Monster with an Attack Bonus or if attack two different targets. In 
this case you roll the Attack just once: decide how many Action Dice to use and 
roll them. You may apply other bonuses and then compare your attack result 
with Protection of your targets.

EXAMPLE
It’s Barka’s turn and the situation down in the Dungeon is 

getting hot. The warrior decides to use his War Cry against 

the Big Snout in the same room to force him to attack. Barka 

unloads the energy level until the red circle (yellow arrow). 

After he rolls 1 Dice to move and get beside the S.N.O.U.T. 

The Dice roll shows a Star! Barka moves and charges up his 

Brutal Assault (green arrow): just what he missed to use that 

Special Ability! He unloads the Brutal  

Assault (blue arrow) to end his  

movement just by the S.N.O.U.T.  

and attack it with Attack +3.  

Barka rolls the Action Dice and  

gets 4 Swords + Attack 3 of  

Brutal Assault = 7, anyway  

it is not enough!
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HELENA'S SPECIAL ABILITIES (Huntress)

Spectral Wolf

Helena releases her loyal wolf to disturb her target. You know, with a wolf bi-
ting your arm it is harder to fight. Mark a Monster up to 3 squares distant with 
the Wolf Token. In the next Monsters’ Phase that Monster receives a malus to 
its Attack. At level III the wolf freezes the target (for Monsters’ Status go to 
page 17). This Special Ability effect lasts until the Monsters’ Phase end. After 
that the Wolf token is discarded.

FOCUSED AIM

Helena can focus all her attention onto a single target. Mark a Monster up to 3 
squares distant with the Aim Token. Helena gets a special Bonus on all Attacks 
during the Heroes’ Phase against that target. 

ELVEN STEP
Nobody can move with more grace than an Elf and Helena has the same grace... 
sometimes! Once this Special Ability has been activated, Helena can ignore 
Block Zones until the end of her turn. Moreover at level II and III she gets a 
bonus to Aim if at the end of her movement is not ina  Block Zone. At level III 
she gains back an Action Die she can use in this Heroes’ Phase.

ZOE'S SPECIAL ABILITIES (Enchantress)

ARCANE POWER

Zoe can recall the ancient magic which flows in the world around her. Using 
this Special Ability she adds a bonus to her Magic Attack. At level III the target 
is stunned too (for Monsters’ status go to page 17).

INSTANT TELEPORT

One, two, three, oplà! We are somewhere else! Zoe can use this special Ability 
to move around the room. This movement is not a Moving Action and ignores 
all the Block Zones. At level II and III, she can move up to an adjacent room: in 
this case you can place the target Hero wherever you want in the new room.

DARK KNOWLEDGE
When you get in touch with magic you might get your hands dirty! Zoe can 
access to a dark knowledge and can use it to automatically launch the Spells 
contained inside the Tomes. When you activate this Special Ability at level II 
you might get 1 Action Dice back rolling the Fate Die. At level III you might 
restore 1 lost Life Point too.

YANG-PING'S SPECIAL ABILITIES 
(SHADOWMASTER)

SNEAK ATTACK

Yang-Ping is an expert hunter exactly as a feline (1/3 of times). If he uses 
this Special Ability and is behind an enemy, then he gets an Attack Bonus. At 
level III his attack deals 2 Damages instead of 1. I know you are wondering 
about this. If Yang-Ping is equipped with a Magic Item that has 1 extra Damage 
bonus, the total Damage is 3.

SHADOW STEP

Yang-Ping is a half-demon too and he can become invisible for a while. Basical-
ly, this Special Ability gives him the power to move around ignoring the Block 
Zones. At level II and III he can pass through other Heroes, Monsters and 
Doors.

DANCE OF BLADES
Thanks to his half-human part, descending from an ancient clan of ninjas, 
Yang-Ping can execute a lethal dance. All the bonuses he gets are active until 
Yang-Ping is in the Block Zones of at least 2 Monsters. For example if you are 
in melee combat with two different enemies, and you kill one of them, the 
bonuses are lost because you remain in just one Block Zone!

ZANVOR'S SPECIAL ABILITIES (DUELIST)

BLUNT BAZOOKA

Zanvor can use his Blunt Bazooka if he is in the Block Zone of just one Monster. 
The next Melee Attack gets a bonus.

DWARVEN JUMP

Zanvor can jump beside his enemy to engage him in a violent brawl. The move-
ment must end inside the Block Zone of a Monster. At level II and III, the Hero 
gets a special bonus for all the attacks against that Monster during the current 
Heroes’ Phase.

NO TOMORROW ATTACK
Zanvor throws himself against the enemy with killing fury and dwarven fero-
ciousness. If his first attack is successful, the enemy is put out of balance and 
Zanvor can attack again with 2 extra free dice. You can add more Action Dice 
from your Dice Pool to this second attack.
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Here we go! We talked about the game, the Special Abilities, the Heroes, the 
Ugly Snouts... but we still miss the Magic Items! 
Lock picking the Chests you can draw items to equip your Hero. Each Magic 
Item tile must be placed on one of the three equipment spaces of the Hero’s 
Board! You can have just 2 items, one for each hand, and wear 1 armor. 
If you already have an item on the space you want to occupy with the new one, 
you must discard the old one or move it to the Backpack: the Backpack can 
hold just one Magic Item and only if it is empty. To clear out some space, you 
can discard any object from the Backpack too.
At the end of your turn you can exchange the position of your equipments, 
discard something or give some Magic Items or Small items to other Heroes in 
your same room.
The basic equipments on your Hero’s Board cannot be lost, but they become not 
usable when they are covered by new ones.
There are three categories of Magic Items: Weapons, Armor/Shields and 
Tomes.

WEAPONS
A weapon adds power to your attack and has a Position, an Attribute, a Special 
Bonus and a Range (look next page for further details).

ARMOR/SHIELDS
The Armor and the Shields help your Hero to defend himself against the 
Monsters’ Attack without wasting any Action Die. The number shown on the 
Shield Icon of the Magic Item represents the Shield Dice tokens to be added to 
your Hero’s Board at the end of the turn. The difference between the Shield and 
the Armor is quite: the first occupies an hand, the other must be worn!

TOMES
Inside the Tomes there are ancient and powerful Spells. To use a Tome you need 
to roll a Magic Test (the Star is worth as much as Magic). You can decide how 
many Action Dice to use and roll them: if you get at least 6 the Spell is successful 
and you get the bonuses as described on the Tome. The target of the Tome must 
be maximum 3 squares far from the Hero or the Hero himself.

MAGIC ITEMS ATTRIBUTE
Indicates the Attack Type.

RANGE
IIndicates the 
Weapon’s Range.

POSITION
Indicates which 
space this Item 
occupies on the 
Hero’s Board.

SPECIAL BONUS
Might indicate Special Bonuses you will 

receive using this weapon in combat.

WEAPO
NS

SHIELD DICE
Indicates how many Shield Dice tokens you 

can add to your Hero’s Board at  
the end of your turn.

POSITION
Indicates which 
space this Item 
occupies on the 
Hero’s Board.

BONUS SPECIALE
Might indicate Special Bonuses  

you get while wearing this armor.

ARM
OR /

 

SHIE
LDS

EFFECTS 
Indicates the special effects of 
this Tome

TOM
ES POSITION

Indicates which 
space this Item 
occupies on the 
Hero’s Board.

Attention: Attribute Bo
nuses

Pay particular attention to Magic Items for their Attribute Bonuses. Strength +1 

does not mean that you have Attack +1 but that your Strength attribute is higher. 

So it is useful when you roll the Dice and get a Star.
15
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RANGE - THis UNKNOWN

Each weapon in Super Fantasy has a Rannge value which can be 1, 2 or 3. Changing the Range  

of your weapon, you change your hittable squares as in the example beside.  

One Range 1 Weapon can shoot JUST the blue squares, one Range 2 Weapon can shoot JUST the  

yellow squares while a Range 3 Weapon can shoot JUST the green squares. To hit a Monster,  

you must have a valid trajectory between your Hero and your target. You can consider valid  

a trajectory starting from your Hero’s square and ending into target’s square. Moreover it must  

be going through the target without getting back, passing range by range until the target.  

Let’s make an example with a weapon Range 3: the first square must be on Range 1, the second  

one must be on Range 2 and lastly the third one must be on Range 3. The trajectory can be  

obstructed just by doors while it can pass through Heroes, Monsters, Barrels, Chest or any  

other furniture. 

Inside the Barrels around the dungeon the Ugly Snouts usually hide Small items. But 
what are they?
The Small Items are small accessories that might be useful during your Mission. Once 
you draw one from a pile, you can keep it inside the Backpack until a maximum of 2. 
During your turn you can decide to discard a Small Item to get the described special 
effect. Once discarded, the Small Item is no more available and can be put inside the 
game box.
As for the Magic Items, at the end of your turn you can pass one or more Small Items 
to other Heroes inside your same room.

SMALL ITEMS

MAGIC ITEMS RESTRICTIONS
Some Magic Items have special restrictions:

X OR MORE WITH A SINGLE ATTACK - this bonus is activated only if your total Attack is at least X or more

CLASS NAME - This bonus can be activated only by the named character Class.

X      OR MORE WITH A SINGLE ATTACK - This bonus is activated only if rolling the dice you get at least X stars.

TEST ON MAGIC - This effect is activated just after a successful Magic Test rolling dice. All the Tomes have this restriction.

ATTACK FROM BEHIND - This bonus is activated only if you are behind your target.

IF YOU STAND IN A BLOCK ZONE OF A SINGLE MONSTER - This bonus is activated only if you are in a single Block Zone.

RANGE 3

EFFECTs 
Indicates the effect of the Small Item 
once used.

RANGE 2

RANGE 1
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STATUS: Frozen, Poisone
d and Stunned

Taking confidence with Special Abilities, Magic Items and Small Items you will have found out some words like frozen, poisoned 

and stunned. These are Status hitting a target and can be suffered both by Monsters and Heroes. If you receive a negative status, 

you must place the relative token on the heart of your Hero’s Board. If you deal a negative status to a Monster, place the relative 

token near the Monster standup.

MONSTER STATUS

STUNNED -  The Monster attacks with -1 Die and has 1 

Movement less. Remove this token at the end of Monsters’ 

Phase.

FROZEN - During the next Monsters’ Phase, this Monster 

suffers -4 to Protection and move 2 squares less. Remove this 

token at the end of the Monsters’ Phase.

HEROES STATUS
STUNNED - During the next Heroes’ Phase, the Hero has just 

3 Action Dice instead of 6. Remove the token at the end of the 

Heroes’ Phase.

FROZEN - The Hero is blocked inside an iceberg and cannot 

move! To escape he must try a Strength Test and get at least 

6. Other Heroes adjacent to him can try to help executing 

a Strength Test to break the Iceberg and let their mate to 

escape. Once destroyed the Iceberg, remove the token.

POISONED - The Hero is poisoned. At the beginning of the 

turn of that player he has to roll the Fate Die: with Lightning 

nothing happens, with Drop the Heroes gets 1 Damage, with 

Skull the poison is removed and you can remove the poisoned 

token too.

TRAPS
A dungeon of Ugly Snouts is not a dungeon without having dangerous traps everywhere. During the Mission Setup you have to place 
these traps face down under doors or Chests. If you open the door or lock pick the Chest without disarming the trap before, this 
will trigger: turn over the trap tile and activate its effects. Using the Disarming trap action you can remove these traps (page 9).

IRON CAGE:  A big iron cage drops down from the roof to block you. Put the tile under the Hero who triggered the trap. This Hero 
cannot move until he gets free executing a Strength Test and obtaining at least a 6. Other adjacent Heroes can try to help with 
executing a Strength Test to open the cage. The Zoe’s Instant Teleport ability can free a caged Hero without any Test.

FALLING ROCK: The rocks falling from the roof are Tatanka’s favorite traps. If you have some Action Dice available from your Dice 
Pool you can decide to use them to dodge the rock with a Speed Test. If you obtain at least 6, the rock is dodged and there are no 
more effects. In case you fail the Speed Test, roll the Fate Die: with Lightning 1 Damage is dealt to your Hero, with Drop 2 Damage 
are dealt and with Skull 3 Damage are dealt.

SMALL PORTAL: Zur’ill has given more than a hand to build this trap. If it is triggered place it on a free square adjacent to the 
Hero who activated it and place an Ugly Snout over there (if there is one available). If possible, place the Portal adjacent to more 
Heroes. 

SPIKED HOLE: a spiked hole with many spears inside opens just under the unlucky Hero who has triggered this trap, nothing 
simpler! Place the Trap tile under the Hero. That character receives 1 Damage and falls inside the hole. He cannot move until he 
gets out of the hole with a Speed Test. He needs at least 6 to escape from the hole. Whoever walks over the hole or is pushed 
inside it suffers the same effects. Remember: the Monsters are not so stupid to walk inside the hole. Consider them as obstacles. 
If they have Special Abilities to push you back, they surely will use them to throw you inside the Spiked Hole.

17
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EXPERIENCE
Last but not least, the Experience! Obviously our Heroes exploring the dungeons and killing the enemies will increase their 
experience to improve their Special Abilities and their power.

The top bar on your Hero’s board represents your Experience and the marker over it your actual level. All the Heroes begin at level 
“0” to reach, if possible, level “6”. Every time you successfully complete one of these actions you earn 1 Experience Point and move 
your Experience Marker by 1 space:

- Damaging a Monster: 1 experience point for each attack that cause at least 1 Damage, independently from the total 
Damages dealt with the attack.

- LOCK PICKING a door or a Chest

When the Experience Marker reaches a number on the Experience Bar, you level up and your Special Abilities can improve! Choose 
a Special Ability and increase it to the next level. At the first level you have to choose a Special Ability level II, but later you can 
choose to improve this one to level III or improve another Basic Ability to level II.

To improve a Special Ability just replace the old tile with a new one. Do not modify the energy level of the Special Ability: levelling up 
does not change the actual energy level of your abilities.

It's TIME TO PLAY SUPER FANTASY
You are ready to face your first Mission! 
We suggest you playing the Missions from the Missions Book in order from the first to the last: they have an ascending level of 
difficulty and are linked to each other by a storyline. If you have completed easily the Mission at Normal, you can try with Heroic or 
Epic Difficulty (for further details read Missions Book at page 1).

SOLO MODE (1 PLAYER)
You can explore Super Fantasy in solo mode. The game uses the same rules as the standard one: you pick up a mission you want to 
face and use just the Heroes indicated by the Missions Book. During the setup and the whole game you must consider a number of 
players equal to the Heroes + 1.



UGLY MASTER MODE (2 - 7 PLaYERS)
In the Ugly Master (UM) mode a player will personify a Supreme Lord of the Ugly Snouts and he will command the enemy forces. 
Choose a mission and prepare the game as usual. Then place the End of the Game token 2 spaces over the one indicated by the 
Mission.  The players will play the Heroes’ Phase as in a standard game. The Monsters’ Phase instead is replaced by the UM Turn. If 
the Heroes cannot complete successfully their mission in time, the UM Player is the winner!

During the UM Turn, the player rolls all his 6 Action Dice (the Star is worth as much as the number of players). These Dice are the 
UM Dice Pool and can be used in three ways:

- WAKING UP A ROOM:  you can use one or more Dice from UM Dice Pool to obtain a value at least equal to the Life 
Points of the strongest Monster in the room. From this moment all the Monsters in that room are not asleep any more. In this mode 
the rooms awake just if the UM does it. Portal rooms are always considered awaken.

- MOVING A MONSTER:  you can use one or more Dice from UM Dice Pool to obtain a value at least equal to the Life 
Points of the Monster you want to move. You cannot move asleep Monsters, so you need to awake the rooms before. You can move 
the Monster by its Movement Value.

- SUMMONING A REINFORCEMENT: You can use one or more Dice from UM Dice Pool to obtain a value at least equal 
to the Life Points of the Monster you want to summon. You can summon just the Monsters which are used in the Mission you are 
playing. You cannot summon Bosses. Pick the Monster standup you have chosen to summon and place it on a free square of a Portal. 

When the UM has used all his Dice, all the Monsters in melee combat with a Hero can attack. The UM chooses the targets, the 
attack order and then rolls the Dice. If one of the Monsters deals 1 Damage to one of the Heroes, the UM must laugh mockingly!
The UM could think about moving fewer Monsters than the standard gaame. It is true, but remember that the normal Movement/
Attacking rules are replaced by the decisions of the UM. He can move the Monsters as he wants, can let them wait inside the 
rooms, can pass through the Heroes to attack the weakest onespin (the Heroes do not have Block Zones) and he can be more wicked 
than Dorbak and smarter than Zur’ill!

ARENA MODE
Super Fantasy can be played in a special mode, players vs. players. This is allowed just in Arena Scenarios you can find inside the 
Missions Book. The detailed rules of the Arena Mode are on Missions Book and they completely change the basic rules of the game.

- BIG HUNTING (2 - 4 PLAYERS): It is the time to see who is the stronger among the Heroes. Each player will 
control one of them inside a big Arena. More Monsters you will kill, more points you will score. Who will be the winner?

- DODGE TOME (4 OR 6 PLAYERS): This is the most important sport inside the Fantasy Federation of Sport. Two 
different teams face themselves to bring one Tome of the Power from the middle of the Arena to their base. Takedowns, pushes, 
throws of Tomes: let the best team be the winner!
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THE GAME
HEROES' PHASE
All the players play their game turn 
using all the Action Dice of their Dice 
Pool.

MONSTERS' PHASE
1. WAKING UP THE ROOMS (page 10): 
wake up the sleepy rooms you have 
entered in or where you have bashed 
a door to enter. If you have dealt at 
least 1 Damage to a Monster, roll 
the Fate Die to wake up adjacent and 
communicating rooms.

2. NEW MONSTERS COME OUT (page 
10):  roll the Fate Die for each Portal 
inside the dungeon and summon new 
Ugly Snouts

3. MOVING AND ATTACKING: move and 
attack with the Monsters (page 12): 
remember to use them in a smart way.

4. CLEANING THE TOKENS (page 12): 
remove all the Shield Dice, Wolf, Aim, 
Fortress tokens and all the Monsters’ 
Status tokens.

THE ACTIONS

1. MOVING
STAR IS WORTH AS SPEED (page 6)

2. OPENING A DOOR (page 7)
BASHING IT (STRENGTH TEST 6+) 
LOCK PICKING IT (CUNNING TEST 6+)

3. BASHING A BARREL 
STRENGTH TEST 6+ (page 7)

4. LOCK PICKING A CHEST
CUNNING TEST 6+ (page 7)

5. ATTACKING (page 8)
MELEE - STAR IS WORTH AS STRENGTH
RANGED - STAR IS WORTH AS AIM
MAGIC - STAR IS WORTH AS MAGIC

6. DEFENDING  
STAR IS WORTH AS DEFENSE (page 9)

7. CHARGING UP  
STAR IS WORTH AS MAGIC (page 9)

8. DISARMING TRAPS
CUNNING TEST 6+ (page 9)

STATUSES (page 17)

MONSTERS
STUNNED - Monster attacks with 
-1 Die and has 1 Movement less.
FROZEN - The Monster has Pro-
tection -4 and Movement -2.

HEROES
STUNNED - DDuring the next 
Heroes’ Phase, the Hero has just 3 
Action Dice in his pool.
FROZEN - The Hero can not move. 
To escape Strength Test 6+. 
POISONED - At the beginning of 
the Hero’s turn, roll the Fate Die: 
- LIGHTNING: nothing happens;
- DROP: 1 Damage;
- SKULL: the poison is removed.

TRAPS (page 17)

IRON CAGE - The Hero can not move. 
To escape Strength Test 6+.

FALLING ROCK – Speed Test 6+ to 
dodge it. In case of fail, roll Fate Die
LIGHTNING - 1 Damage
DROP - 2 Damage
SKULL - 3 Damage.

SMALL PORTAL - Begins with an Ugly 
Snout over.

SPIKED HOLE - 1 Damage when you 
fall inside. Speed Test 6+ to escape.
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